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Previous Analysis of Core Meltdowns and 
Spent Fuel Pool Fires due to Missile Attacks
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What might happen if a nuclear power plant 
becomes a military target?

Questions to Consider when Developing a Simulation / Analysis: 

• Where are the power plants located? Near foreign nations or population centers?

• What kind of accident could occur?

• How long have the reactors been operating? 

• How much spent fuel is stored in spent fuel pools at the facility, is the spent fuel pool 
densely-racked, and where is the spent fuel pool located within the facility?

• What is the prevailing wind direction and speed in the area of attack?

• How accurate and powerful is the attacking missile or drone?

• How many people will be evacuated?

• Will governments be required to compensate residents for economic losses?



Wargame Scenario: 
Nuclear Reactors in 
Ukraine / Eastern Europe
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How does a nuclear accident occur?
Core Meltdown / Spent Fuel Pool Fire
Spent Fuel Pool Fire

• Loss of Water in the Pool → Heat Increase →If densely-packed→Higher
risk of large-scale spent fuel pool fire → Zircaloy cladding ignites → Release 
huge quantities of Cs-137 into the atmosphere

• Can Spent Fuel Pools Catch Fire? - Nuclear Energy Info (fairewinds.org)

Core Meltdown

• If diesel generators fail and there is no main powerline to cool the reactor 
core (no direct containment structure damage), etc.

• If there is an intentional attack on the reactor containment structure 
(direct containment structure damage)

https://www.fairewinds.org/nuclear-energy-education/can-spent-fuel-pools-catch-fire


Core Meltdown
• Radioactive Contamination 

Release highly depends on 
whether the Reactor Containment 
building has been damaged.

• Early containment failure (<50% 
Cs-137 inventory release) is much 
worse than small leak in 
containment (~4%)

• Even if the containment structure 
integrity is maintained, a severe 
meltdown caused by missile attack 
could result in groundwater 
contamination in nearby 
communities

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-05-
23/what-is-a-meltdown/2724998

https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/10188800 Table 4 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2011-05-23/what-is-a-meltdown/2724998
https://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/10188800


Spent Fuel Pool Fire

• Highly depends on whether the spent 
fuel pool is racked in a dense 
configuration or not (75% vs 3%)

• Dry cask storage does not pose a risk 
because spent fuel is >5 years old and 
packaged separate from other spent 
fuel bundles in concrete containment. 

• Newer Reactors will not have much 
spent fuel in wet storage and it will 
likely be sparsely racked (the way the 
storage rack was originally designed)

• Recent designs place the spent fuel 
pool inside the reactor containment 
structure. Older designs do not. 



Spread of Radioactive 
Contamination Highly Depends 
on Wind and Precipitation

• https://earth.nullschool.net/

https://earth.nullschool.net/


Spread of 
Radioactive 
Contamination

→ Highly Depends on 
Wind and Precipitation

→ Highly Depends on 
Destruction Severity of the 
Containment Structure



Accuracy and Power 
of Missile Attacks: 

What type of 
Weapon is Used in 
the Attack?

https://www.greenpeace.org/international/campaign/russian-military-threat-ukraine-nuclear-reactors-facilities/

https://www.greenpeace.org/international/campaign/russian-military-threat-ukraine-nuclear-reactors-facilities/


Missile Accuracy and Power Will Determine How much of 
the Containment Structure is Damaged

Consider what kinds of weapons the adversaries are using, and what their targets 
and intentions are.



Diplomatic Solutions to Reduce the Risk of Attacks 
on Nuclear Facilities

• Publish simulations that show how radiation pollution could affect nearby 
nations, allied nations, or even the aggressing nation

• Employ policies that consider collateral radiation pollution as a form of 
aggression

• Construct missile defense systems that are able to defend vulnerable energy 
facilities. 

• International agreement of where to build nuclear facilities (near 
international borders to discourage attacks?)

• Required foreign governments responsible for the missile-attack-induced 
nuclear accident to pay compensation to relocated residents and 
businesses.



Technical Solutions to Prevent Accidents at 
Nuclear Facilities 

• Put spent fuel pools inside reactor containment vessel, or underground. 

• Move spent fuel from wet storage to dry cask storage as soon as possible. 

• Avoid storing spent fuel in densely-racked spent fuel pools.

• Find alternative energy solutions, considering various pros and cons of each energy 
source. 

• Neutron absorbers in spent fuel pools

• Build reactors underground to reduce risk of damage to the containment structure.

• Design and build reactors with passive cooling systems.



Extra Slides





• Objective 1: Determine what, if anything, the U.S., NATO, and like-minded nations should do diplomatically to reduce the prospects of more military assaults against nuclear plants in war zones

• Objective 2: Assess the risk of military assaults of nuclear plants catalyzing conflicts into wider wars, starting in NATO east of Berlin

• Objective 3: Determine what offensive and defensive (active and passive) measures might be taken to reduce the risk of a radiological release after a military assault against nuclear plants in war zones

Move 1: It’s 2037. Putin is dead. His successor, frustrated by the continued armistice and partition of Ukraine, launches an attack on Southern and Western Ukraine to complete Ukraine’s absorption. Since 2022, Westinghouse completed at least two 
of the promised five new U.S. reactors in Western Ukraine at Khmelnitsky. Additional U.S. power reactors have been built, as promised, in Poland and Romania. After several weeks of fighting, the Russians militarily assault and occupy the 
Khmelnitsky plant and garrison missile strike forces within that reactor site. The Ukrainians target those units using U.S.-supplied weapons that have entered Ukraine through Romania and Poland. Russia publicly demands that NATO cease 
supplying such weaponry through Poland and Romania. Meanwhile, in a repeat of the tactics Moscow used in 2022 against Zaporizhzhya, Russia fires missiles that knock down several of the power lines into the plant. When there is only one power 
line left, the Ukrainians put all but one of the reactors at the plant on cold shutdown. Romania and Poland (both NATO and EU nations) encourage their populations to avail themselves of stockpiled iodine pills. The Russians blame the Ukrainians 
for targeting the felled power lines. The Ukrainians blame the Russians. Then, in early April, the last power line into the plant temporarily stops functioning and the plant is forced to run its emergency diesel generators (which have enough fuel, but 
for no more than ten days). This sets off alarms. Due to the conflict, it will be dangerous to access the plant. Nonetheless, in a repeat of 2022, the IAEA sends inspectors to assess the safety of the plant. While they are en route, the Russians bomb and 
disable the travel corridor to the plant, deny responsibility, and accuse the Ukrainians of having bombed the corridor. This strike also damages one of the IAEA vehicles and injures an inspector. The Russians, Ukrainians, and the IAEA call for an 
emergency meeting of the UN Security Council. Each of the teams meets to consider the following questions:

Questions
1. What harm beyond the gates of the plant do the various parties believe would result if further damage is inflicted against the plant? Who do they believe will be harmed and how?
2. What military actions, if any, might Ukraine or NATO states want to take to reduce or eliminate these risks?
3. What diplomatic solutions, if any, would be attractive to all parties to reduce or eliminate these risks?
4. How, if at all, might these diplomatic solutions be enforced?

Potential Injects
1. If game stalls on issue of attribution: Video confirmation of Russian responsibility is released publicly (commercial/civilian)
2. If game stalls because players are not convinced the plant is at risk of emitting radiation: Announcement that there is only 2 days worth of diesel fuel available to the generators

Move 2: Fighting in and around the Khmelnitsky plant continues. Amid a successful Ukrainian counterattack in the Southeast, Russia again demands that Romania and Poland close their borders to any further deliveries of US strike weapons and 
artillery rounds and threatens to target those nations if they do not comply. The UN and NATO call for emergency meetings, but before either can respond, Russia uses precision guided munitions to land three non-explosive kinetic rounds 
harmlessly in the parking lots of the U.S. reactor in Romania and one of the Westinghouse reactors in Poland. Both countries temporarily shut down the plants, which are in potential radiological proximity to key NATO bases. Ukraine’s 
counteroffensive has produced a rout, forcing Russians to abandon 2000 square miles of territory. Russia declares that it will continue to target these reactor sites until and unless there is a total cessation of all military supply to Ukraine through 
Poland and Romania.

Inject 1 (quarter-way into the discussion session): Fighting between Russia and Ukraine intensifies near the Khmelnitsky plant. All power into the plant is lost and the diesel generators are hit. Within hours, battery backup power is lost and the plant 
is in station blackout. Emergency cooling from firetrucks is not available.

Inject 2 (midway into discussion): After 72 hours, the AP1000 reserve cooling capacity runs out, operators manually vent radiation from the primary containment to prevent rupture.

Questions:
1. What harm beyond the gates of the plant do the various parties believe is likely in the case of the Ukrainian plant and the Polish and Romanian plants if further damage is inflicted against each of them? Who do they believe will be harmed 

and how?
2. What defensive or counteroffensive actions might Ukraine take to mitigate these threats?
3. What defensive or counteroffensive actions might NATO members take to mitigate these threats?
4. What policy announcements, if any, might the U.S., the EU/NATO, Ukraine, Russia make with regard to the conduct of war?

Move 3: What would you have done differently in the intervening years to reduce the risks encountered in this game?

Questions:

1. What, if anything, the U.S., NATO, and like-minded nations should do diplomatically to reduce the prospects of more military assaults against nuclear plants in war zones?
2. What is the risk of military assaults of nuclear plants catalyzing conflicts into wider wars, starting in NATO east of Berlin?

3. What offensive and defensive (active and passive) measures might be taken to reduce the risk of a radiological release after a military assault against nuclear plants in war zones?


